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(Questions are 5 points each; 80% correct required) Name ________________________
Date _________________________

1. The Intercountry Adoption Act (2000) amended Immigration and National Act
concerning Hague Convention cases. T   or   F

2. The INA regulations applicable to the immigration of children adopted from a
Convention country include the addition of new forms, the I-800a, I-800 and I-800a
Supplement 3. T   or   F

3. The INA regulations applicable to the immigration of children adopted from a
Convention country include prohibitions against improper inducements for an adoption. 

 T   or   F

4. Home studies submitted to the US Citizenship & Immigration Services must consist of
the entire and complete text of the same home study and of any updates or amendments
submitted to the Central Authority of the child’s residence. T   or   F

5. The approval of the I-800a will expire 15 months after the FBI responds to the
biometric (fingerprint) clearance. T   or   F

6. In order to extend the I-800a approval beyond the 15 month validity period, the
adoptive family may file the I-800a Supplement 3.  T   or   F

7. The filing fee for the I-800a Supplement 3 is $340, except this fee is not charged if no
I-800 form has been filed and the I-800a Supplement 3 is being filed for the first time.
 T   or   F

8. One major change to the Consular Officer procedures includes the approval
(adjudication) work on a Convention case much earlier than under the current (non-
convention) process.  T   or   F

9. Consular Officer procedures for approving a Convention adoption case and issuing a
visa for the child are similar to the procedures for current (non-convention) cases.

T   or   F

10. Accredited adoption agencies will only conduct Convention cases.  T   or   F

11. Once the U.S. enters into force concerning the Hague, adoptions from Convention
countries must only be conducted by accredited agencies without regard to when the case
was started. T   or   F
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12. The Central Authority in China is the Central Adoption Bureau (CAB). T   or   F

13. The Central Authority in India is the Central Adoption Resource Agency (CARA).
T   or   F

14. The Central Authority in the United States is the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration
Services (USCIS).  T   or   F

15. The Convention is the first multilateral international instrument to recognize that
intercountry adoption could offer the advantage of a permanent home to a child for whom
a suitable family cannot be found in his or her state of origin. T   or   F

(8 CFR Parts 103, 204, 213a, 299 and 322 (II)(C))
16. IFS is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization and has adopted specific anti-child
trafficking policies as required by the IAA. T   or   F

17. UNICEF strongly supports the Hague Convention on Inter-Country Adoption.
T   or   F

18. One of the key objectives of the Hague Convention is to establish safeguards to
ensure that intercountry adoptions take place in the best interests of the child and with
respect for the child’s fundamental rights as recognized in international law. T   or   F

19. The IAA requires that accredited agencies prohibit its employees and agents from
giving money or other consideration, directly or indirectly, to a child's parent(s), other
individual(s), or an entity as payment for the child or as an inducement to release the
child. T   or   F

20. In spite of the Hague Convention, child trafficking for purposes of labor, reproduction
and sexual exploitation still occurs. T   or   F

Upon completion, fax to 815-572-0669 for scoring.


